Abstract-This paper discusses in detail the reason for the inaccurate result from the present system for wind farm output power prediction. Time series analysis method was applied for improving existing problem in prediction model and treatment method of basic data. Improving self-regressive mathematical model was established and taken the model identification. Using S PSS software simulates and further assists model identification and using given wind farm historical output power data to forecast one and multi-wind power unit output power in oddnumber days and a week. Finally, this paper compares and analyses the getting prediction power and expound the next step work that improves the wind power prediction accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wind power technology is current renewable energy utilization of the most mature technology and the most largescale development and commercialization development prospects. With the development of wind power technology development, its malpractice appears gradually. Intermittency and fluctuation of wind power itself unique determines the power of intermittent and fluctuating. In order to satisfy the power supply demand, ensuring the reliability of the stable operation of the power grid and power supply system, so, we need to effectively plan and schedule for the power supply system. While the wind power intermittent itself unique and uncertainty, increase the difficulty of grid scheduling and the reserve power capacity. In order to solve the distribution problem of instability and reduce the power grid reserve capacity cost, we must predict the output power of large-scale wind farms. Through real-time accurate prediction for wind power generation, power dispatching department can advance the sch eduling plan according to the wind power change in order to ensure the power balance and the safety operation of the power grid, and adjust accordingly to effectively mitigate the adverse impact of wind power on power grid and effectively reduce the operation cost and improve the efficiency of wind power generation. Therefore, how to forecast the wind power as accurately as possible is an urgent problem to be solved.
II. AR MATHEMATICAL MODELING
We apply the stochastic process theory and mathematical statistical methods to study statistical regularities followed by random data sequence. Random data is arranged based on chronological sequence. It possesses good predictability using time series analysis to analyze smooth time series data. The ARMA model consists of two models of the AR (p) model and the MA (q).
A. ARMA Model Identification Criteria
If stationary series x (t) is tailing the autocorrelation function, partial autocorrelation function for the censored sequence, x (t) is the AR sequence. If stationary series x (t) is the autocorrelation function of the truncation, partial autocorrelation function is tailing sequence, then, x (t) is the MA sequence. If the autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function of stationary series x (t) is all tailing, x (t) is the ARMA series. Where the self-correlat ion function is As can be seen from the Figure I , the data has large fluctuations and is not stable related time series data, and therefore, we need to make odd transform for data and difference calculation. We take first-order differential operation for the data, the point data shown in figure 2.
By a first-order differential diagram, we can know, the value of wind turbine power is always in the vicinity of a constant random fluctuation, and fluctuations are of the range bounded, no clear trend and cycle characteristics, we regard it as smooth sequence. Therefore, we can further analy ze and model based on this data.
III. AR SIMULATION MODELING
We apply SPSS software to simulate self-correlogram and assist further to make model identification, autocorrelation shown in Figure 3 
A. Establishing Autocorrelation Function
We establish the stationary model , and then obtain its expectations, gain the equation:
According to the conditions of the AR (p) model, we can
, so we can get the recurrence formula of self-covariance function: r r r r 
B. Wind Power Prediction of Single-day and One Week
We use AR (p) to predict 96 point-in-time sequence wind power data for the 1st wind turbines of certain wind farm fro m 0:00 to 23:45 on May 31, shown in Table 1: We use AR (p) to gain wind power forecast value and the actual value of 58 wind turbine for certain wind farm, line graph shown in Figure 6 : IV. SIMULATION MODELING RESULTS According to accuracy rate formu la of the wind farm power forecasting Based on prediction results, we analyze comparatively for prediction data and the actual data from the two aspects of accuracy and pass rate, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3:   TABLE II We analyze the forecast data obtained through simulation modeling, the modeling and analysis of time series method is suitable for linear problems . When the prediction step is relatively larger, it reflects good predictability. With the increase of the predicted time, the superiority of the time-series analysis model is increasingly apparent. Moreover, with the increase of the predicted time, the advantage of the ARMA model is gradually increasing and improve more obvious. Therefore, time series method is to be more effective for forecast the output power in the short-term real-time forecast.
